"NMOTO recreates the sexiest BMW motorcycle ever, the mythological R7"

FORBES.COM
Collectors know that vintage motorcycles require constant maintenance and attention, which is why they are more often kept as collectibles than for utility. NMOTO believes that the primary pleasure in motorcycle ownership is in riding, which is why we created the Nostalgia project. Beyond just being beautiful, it is reliable and comfortable enough to drive every day.
LIMITED PRODUCTION

FULL ALUMINIUM BODY
The Art of old fashion metal shaping

MODERN POWERTRAIN
Nostalgia motorcycle based on modern BMW powertrain

SOFTAIL SUSPENSION
Comfortable adjustable softail suspension

BOXER ENGINE
Legendary BMW Boxer engine - 1170 cc

ADJUSTABLE SEAT
Nostalgia comes with four position adjustable seat

KEYLESS IGNITION
Modern keyless ignition with vintage style look

LED TURN SIGNALS
Front and rear LED turn signals [EU standard]

EURO 4 EMISSION
Nostalgia meets Euro 4 emission standards

NMOTO.COM | 855 - 421-2929
“One of the most important, innovative and visually stunning BMW motorcycles ever produced”

BMW MOTORCYCLE MAGAZINE (ISSUE #3)

NMOTO STUDIO

In creating the Nostalgia motorcycle, we wanted to pay proper homage and respect to our inspiration. We also wanted something that was more than a collectable.

The Nostalgia was designed to be a motorcycle you can actually ride comfortably on a daily basis.
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Nmoto Inc. designs, restores and modifies existing BMW® motorcycles for its customers. Nmoto Inc. does not manufacture or sell motorcycles. Nmoto Inc. is not sponsored, associated, approved, endorsed nor, in any way, affiliated with BMW Motorrad USA, BMW Motorrad LLC, BMW Group LLC, BMW USA, BMW Classic AG, BMW of North America, LLC, or BMW AG (www.bmw.com) or any of its affiliates. The BMW® name and trademarks of BMW AG, and any other products mentioned are the trademarks of their respective holders. Any mention of BMW® of trademarked names or other marks is for purpose of reference only. The products of Nmoto Inc. painstaking effort is a BMW R nine T reimagined in to BMW R7 prototype should never under any circumstances be referred to or described as “Nmoto Inc. BMW R7”, “Nmoto BMW R7”, “N Moto Design R 7”, or “BMW R7”, Nostalgia, Nostalgia R7, Nostalgia BMW R7 or in any other manner that suggests that it is anything but a BMW R nine T motorcycle.
LIMITED PRODUCTION

“It’s very Art Deco, it’s just beautiful, what a wonderful piece of machine”
Jay Leno (https://youtu.be/fWNgSQ9lcqo)

ORDER NOW
www.NMOTO.com
sales@nmoto.com
855-421-2929
Miami, Fl